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Executive Summary 
This document describes the usability evaluation of the [Product Version] on May 18th with volunteer 
participants employed by [Name of Financial Institution] in [Location].  The test focused on handling 
multiple transactions with the Pay/Get portion of the interface, and representative transactions that tested 
various features of the system (Bond Redemption and Money Order purchase). 

This was a usability test that focused on matching representative users to an early release of a functional 
production system.  Participants acted as tellers in a bank branch office and played out scenarios with a 
member of [Client Name] Human Factors team who acted both as a bank customer and usability 
researcher.  The primary goal of this test is to provide useful information to [Product Version]’s 
developers, UI designers, and training/documentation teams prior to the completion of the production 
system. 

9 volunteer participants currently employed in [Name of Financial Institution] Teller/CSR supervision or 
Operations roles, took part in the study.  Participants worked either alone or in pairs during one of the 6 
study sessions.  None of the participants had any prior knowledge of the system.   

The following procedure was employed for each of the 9 participants: 

• Orientation and permission to videotape 

• Participants performed the task scenarios assigned to them.  Their performance was observed 
and videotaped. 

• Participants were debriefed, including a discussion about what they liked and did not like about 
the system and completion of a questionnaire. 

Each participant was taken through 4-6 task scenarios, time permitting, in the order shown: 

Scenario 1: Cash deposit of $60 into Savings Account (without Customer/Account lookup) 

Scenario 2: Cash deposit of $60 into Savings Account (with Customer/Account lookup) 

Scenario 3: Checking Deposit ($650) of 2 checks ($800, $300), Savings Deposit ($400) and $50 
Cash Back (using Pay/Get) 

Scenario 4: Savings Bond Redemption ($500) and Checking Deposit ($500) (using Transaction 
access) 

Scenario 5: Use Speed Access to purchase a Money Order in the amount of $40 

Scenario 6: Checking Deposit ($650) of 2 checks ($800, $300), Savings Deposit ($300), Loan 
Payment ($100) and $50 Cash Back (using Pay/Get & Transaction access) 

The study revealed the following critical usability factors: 

• The system appears to match many of the existing “tellering” concepts and terms, and for most of 
the system the participants readily understood information and concepts portrayed. 

• The concepts of Session, Session Balance, and handling Multiple Transactions appeared to be 
new (at least with these participants) and users will need proper training in these areas.  
Participants were worried about the potential errors of not ending a session.  Longer-term 
research should be done to better match session processing with actual use. 

• Keyboard-only operation is a critical adoption factor.  Mouseless operation is perceived to be 
critical to the speed at which a teller can use the system. 

• Providing accurate and clear system status and error messages will provide tellers with a better 
understanding of “where they are” in the system or a transaction. 
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Summary of Specific Results 
A summary of specific results is listed here.  The section noted in the parentheses provides further 
details. 

• The majority of the participants enjoyed the additional customer information that was provided by 
the right hand column of the Pay/Get screen.  (Screen Layouts: Pay Get Screen) 

• Account Information Details should be grouped with the Customer Account list.  (Screen Layouts: 
Pay Get Screen) 

• The majority of the participants requested that Tran Amount be moved higher in the list of entry 
fields (a bank-specific customization).  (Screen Layouts: Pay Get Screen) 

• Participants understood the intent of the Checks-In screen, but were confused about its 
operation.  (Screen Layouts: Checks-In Screen) and (Screen Layouts: Bonds Screen) 

• Participants did not understand the labeling of the Foreign (Y/N) checkbox. (Screen Layouts: 
Bonds Screen) 

• Screen did not follow convention for showing required and non-required fields, as well as 
convention for fields that are read-only. (Screen Layouts: Bonds Screen) 

• In the Search Results, participants expected results to show Name, SSN, and Address. (Screen 
Layouts: Customer Search) 

• Many of the participants were confused when horizontally scrolling the search results box: the 
search results scrolled, but the column headings did not.  (Screen Layouts: Customer Search) 

• All participants needed to be constantly reminded at the end of each scenario to press End 
Session.  This was the single most important usability issue encountered during the test.  
(Functionality / Task Execution: End Session) 

• With respect to operation of Customer Search, most participants wanted to be able to press Enter 
in a field to launch a search (Functionality / Task Execution: Customer Search). 

• All participants expected the system to look up the correct values for Redemption Value and 
Interest Amount (Functionality / Task Execution: Bond Redemption) 

• The current model of requiring the system to have a positive session balance before purchasing a 
money order was counterintuitive and inefficient for the participants. (Functionality / Task 
Execution: Money Order) 

• Based on participant comments and attempted usage, a mouseless keyboard-driven system is a 
priority feature.  Using a mouse was unanimously viewed as a detriment to the speed required by 
the teller position. (Keyboard, Keypad and Hot-Keys) 

• Hotkeys were an often-suggested tactic for locating desired functionality.  (Keyboard, Keypad and 
Hot-Keys) 

• Field-level help and/or descriptions next to the fields on available hotkeys would assist Tellers in 
learning and operating the system.  (Keyboard, Keypad and Hot-Keys) 

• A ‘Clear’ key could be added to allow tellers to simply clear a field and type the new contents in. 
(Keyboard, Keypad and Hot-Keys) 

• The participants easily understood tabbing through fields within a single screen, and the explored 
tab orders appeared to make sense.  However, participants were confused how to reverse tab 
through the fields. (Keyboard, Keypad and Hot-Keys) 
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• Participants should be allowed to select a customer account from the list of accounts in the 
Customer Accounts box (Account Selection) 

• When receiving cash in, 100% of the participants requested access to both a calculator and a 
cash counter (Pay/Get Support Functions: Calculator) 

• All participants stated that requiring the teller to enter individual checks would significantly slow 
them down. (Pay/Get Support Functions: Checks-In) 

• Participants who were shown Speed Access liked the idea, but over half of them requested some 
sort of on-screen reminder of what the codes were and did not like the idea of memorizing the 
codes (Pay/Get Support Functions: Speed Access) 

• The participants focused on 2 locations on the Pay/Get screen to determine status of the system: 
The Session History list, which showed processed transactions and their state, and the message 
area at the bottom of the screen.  (Error Messages and System Status) 

• It is strongly recommended that the system diligently express system status to the Teller in this 
message area.  (Error Messages and System Status) 

• 100% of the participants expected that once the Teller entered an account number manually into 
the Account field, the system would look up the customer and populate the fields in the right hand 
column.  (Population of Fields: Pay/Get Screen) 

• Many of the participants and observers noted that once a customer search was conducted and a 
customer selected, the system should not default to any particular account for that customer in 
the Account field (Population of Fields: Customer Search Transition to Pay/Get Screen) 
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Full Report 

Full Product Description 
[Product Name and Version] is intended as a "generic" Teller Commercial Banking application, 
targeted for medium to large financial institutions in the US Banking Market.  It is based upon an 
existing European J2EE application purchased from [Company Name], [Product Name and 
Version], which is being modified and enhanced to incorporate business flow and logic for the US 
Banking market. 

This usability test occurred in the construction phase and used the Iteration Drop #2.9 version of 
[Product Name and Version].   

Test Objectives  
The study focused on the usability of as much of [Product Name and Version] as possible, with 
an emphasis on the Get/Pay functionality.  The participant interacted with these functions and 
components: 

 Accessing the Get/Pay Screen 

 Speed Access 

 Locating functions in the menu structure 

 Looking up customer information (customer search) 

 Using the Get/Pay functionality to deal with customer transactions 

 Checks-in 

 Bond redemption 

Questions addressed by the usability test included: 

 Are there any medium or high severity issues (either impacts majority of users, or has high 
negative impact on task?)  

 (Where) is field-level help critical? 

 Are all flows through the interface as efficient as possible? 

 Is the interface consistent with current work practices? 

 Is the interface appealing? 

 Do tellers require additional information for any particular screen? 

 What portions of the interface will require training? 

 What portions of the interface will require documentation support? 

The usability test tested against the following criteria: 

 Ease of Use and Terminology 
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• "Walk up and use" -- A user must be able to perform basic functions with essentially no 
training and with minimal external assistance 

• Easy to remember keyboard-only navigation and command execution 

• Users shall understand the meaning of displayed names given to functions and navigation 
elements. 

 Effective support of special needs 

• Consistency with current work practices (e.g., entry of numeric amounts -- "like a 
calculator" rather than like a web-based application) 

• Effective mouseless and keypad-oriented navigation 

• "Heads up" operation -- teller can easily operate without having to look at a screen 

• Discrete task-specific screens -- each screen gives tellers all information they need for a 
particular task 

 Subjective satisfaction in using the product 

• CSUQ (Computer System Usability Questionnaire) 

• Appeal ratings 

Definitions, Acronyms, and Abbreviations 
ET2.0 – Enterprise Teller 2.0 

CSUQ – Computer System Usability Questionnaire 

Method 

Participants 
There were 9 participants.  7 of the 9 were Teller Supervisors or CSR Supervisors and had an 
average of 13.5 years experience with Teller Software.  The remaining 2 were Operations 
Managers.  All participants were employed by [Name of Financial Institution] in the [Location] 
area. 
 
There were 3 one-on-one sessions, and 3 paired sessions.  The 6 sessions each lasted 60 
minutes.  None of the participants had prior knowledge of what was to be shown or tested. 
 

Context of Product Use in the Test 

Tasks 
The participant was taken through 4-6 task scenarios, time permitting, in the order shown: 

Scenario 1: Cash deposit of $60 into Savings Account (without Customer/Account 
lookup) 

Scenario 2: Cash deposit of $60 into Savings Account (with Customer/Account lookup) 

Scenario 3: Checking Deposit ($650) of 2 checks ($800, $300), Savings Deposit ($400) 
and $50 Cash Back (using Pay/Get) 
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Scenario 4: Savings Bond Redemption ($500) and Checking Deposit ($500) (using 
Transaction access) 

Scenario 5: Use Speed Access to purchase a Money Order in the amount of $40 

Speed Access – F9  

201—Transfer  

202 – Official Checks 

203 – Money Order 

204 – Travelers Checks 

205 – Gift Checks 

206 – Order Bond 

207 – Payment  

208 – Taxes  

209 – Services Transaction 

210 – Foreign Currency Buy 

Scenario 6: Checking Deposit ($650) of 2 checks ($800, $300), Savings Deposit ($300), 
Loan Payment ($100) and $50 Cash Back (using Pay/Get & Transaction access) 

Test Facility  
The test was conducted in a Training Room provided by [Name of Financial Institution] in 
[Location].  The participant (or participant pair) and role-playing customer were seated opposite 
one another in a small room.  Screen and peripheral device recording data were collected and 
streamed to a remote computer for logging.  A video recording of each session was also made.  

Observers were located in a larger adjacent room.  The real-time screen recording data were 
shown on the remote computer in this room.  Video and audio from the camera recording was 
displayed on a TV in this room as well. 

Participant’s Computing Environment 
The participant’s computer (IBM T40 laptop) is specified as:  

• 240MhZ Pentium M CPU 

• 1 GB RAM 

• Microsoft Windows XP Professional 

• WebSphere Application Server 

• Enterprise Teller 2.0 (Iteration #1) 

• DB2 Database Server 

• Morae Recorder 1.0 

• 802.11G and 100 BaseT network connection. 

• ET2.0 software required an active Internet connection. 

An external 17” monitor was used.  The display adapter was set to 1024x768 resolution, 16-bit 
color. 

No audio devices were necessary. 
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A standard 104-key USB keyboard and USB two-button mouse (without scroll wheel) was used. 

Experimental Design 

Pre-Study Checklist 
 The following activities were conducted before the sessions began. 
 

• Setup equipment: Target computer (computer, mouse, keyboard, monitor), monitoring 
computer, network, video camera, webcam 

• Recording Equipment Check: Framing of video, framing of webcam, mic check, server 
startup, ET 2 startup, Morae startup. 

• Monitoring Equipment Check: Morae Viewer check. 

• Artifact checklist: $160 in cash, Bond certificate, customer deposit slip, checks to deposit, 
checking / savings acct numbers. 

• Post-Task Questionnaires: 70 copies on hand. 

• Post Study Questionnaire: 12 copies on hand. 

• Task sheets: 3-4 copies of each task. 

Participant Procedure 
 

1. Participants arrived at the designated time at the study facility. 

2. Participants were oriented to the study by the Administrator (Brad Wiederholt), explained their 
rights as human subjects, and granted their permission to record the sessions. 

3. Administrator started the Morae Recorder (video capture tool) and remote viewer, and video 
camera. 

4. Participant performed the task scenarios assigned to them.  These scenarios were written 
and presented to the participants by Don Rickert who also played the role of a customer in 
the scenarios.  Their performance was be observed and recorded.   

5. The administrator and role-play customer at their discretion provided assists. 

6. At the end of all scenarios, participants were asked to complete a post-study questionnaire. 

7. The Administrator stopped the Morae Recorder and video camera and saved recording files.  
A copy of the file was copied to the viewer machine.  Naming Scheme for Recording files 
was: ET201-YYYY-MM-DD-[participant number] 

8. Participants were de-briefed. 

9. Participants were given a small gift for their participation. 

10. The total time per participant was no more than 60 minutes. 

Post-Study Checklist 
• Numbering and collection of all questionnaires was verified. 

Participant General Instructions  
The Study Administrator (Brad Wiederholt) verbally conveyed following information to each 
participant: 

1. Introductions: Don Rickert & Brad Wiederholt, retained by [Client Name] 
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2. Purpose: To test the initial version of the “pay/get” part of a new system for Tellers 

3. Some Important Things to Know  

a. We are testing the concept— not you.   

b. You can’t do anything wrong here.  

c. We want to provide insights to the developers so that they can improve the system 
so… 

d. We want to hear exactly what you think.   

e. As we go along, I’ll ask you to “think aloud” 

i. i.e., to tell us what is on your mind and what you are thinking.   

f. ??? If you have questions, please ask 

4. The Video Camera.   

a. With your permission, we are going to videotape the computer screen and what you 
have to say.   

b. The video will only be viewed by people working on the project so that they fully 
understand what needs to be improved. 

5. An Initial Version—Not the Final Product! 

a. We are testing parts of the system that have been built. 

b. If you get stuck, try to do the task.  Talk it out. 

c. We will help you along if we see that the system is holding you back. 

6. We want to make this as realistic as possible 

a. For many of the tasks, Don will play the role of the customer 

b. Pretend that you are in bank branch, and using system at work. 

7. Do you want to do this? 

8. May we videotape the session? 

Participant Task Instructions 

Task Scenarios  
The usage scenarios are intended to touch on the fundamentals of the Pay/Get functionality, 
including navigation, function buttons, field assist keys and other special function keys.  

Scenario 1: Cash deposit of $60 into Savings Account (without Customer/Account lookup) 

Scenario 2: Cash deposit of $60 into Savings Account (with Customer/Account lookup) 

Scenario 3: Checking Deposit ($650) of 2 checks ($800, $300), Savings Deposit ($400) and 
$50 Cash Back (using Pay/Get) 

Scenario 4: Savings Bond Redemption ($500) and Checking Deposit ($500) (using 
Transaction access) 

Scenario 5: Use Speed Access to purchase a Money Order in the amount of $40 

Scenario 6: Checking Deposit ($650) of 2 checks ($800, $300), Savings Deposit ($300), 
Loan Payment ($100) and $50 Cash Back (using Transaction access) 
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Results 

Screen Layouts 

Pay/Get Screen  
The majority of the participants enjoyed the additional customer information that was 
provided by the right hand column of the Pay/Get screen.  Three participants suggested 
moving the Account Information Details closer to the Customer Account list.  This is related to 
both a) the participants not understanding the cryptic information contained in Customer 
Interaction History, and b) the need to have this related information grouped closer together 
(Figure 1). 

The majority of the participants requested that Tran Amount be moved higher in the list of 
entry fields.  This appears to be a bank-specific need related to how the current software (PC 
Teller) is composed (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1.  Prototype Redesign of Pay/Get.  Group Account Info.  Possible customization of 
fields per S1 Customer. 
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Checks In Screen 
Participants understood the intent of the Checks-In screen, but were confused about its 
operation.  Most of them hit ADD first before entering any check information.  Also, once 
check information was filled in, many of them selected OK instead of ADD.   

Note: An important point: In this usability test as well as previous testing, users expect that 
the “+” key on the 10-key pad will function as an ADD key. 

A suggested redesign of the screen is and flow is shown in Figures 2 and 3.  

 
Figure 2.  Prototype Redesign of Checks-In – Part 1.  Add becomes active once data are 
entered. 
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Figure 3.  Prototype Redesign of Checks-In– Part 2.  Done is active once table has data. 
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Bond Screen 
Participants did not understand the labeling of the Foreign (Y/N) checkbox.  It should be 
changed to simply Foreign (Figure 4).  It was suggested by one participant that the Foreign 
Postal Code field should enable/disable based on state of the checkbox. 

This screen did not follow convention for showing required and non-required fields.  Also, it 
does not follow convention for fields that are read-only.  Many participants attempted to type 
in information into the # Bonds and Total Value fields.  Also, the data fields and table columns 
for the details of the bond share labels, which confused 2 participants (see Figure 4 for 
suggested regrouping). 

As with the Checks-In screen, participants were confused about when to select Add vs. OK.  
2 participants selected OK before adding the bond, losing their work.  The screen should be 
regrouped to reflect the proper entry process (see Figures 4 and 5). 

 
Figure 4.  Prototype Redesign of Bond Redemption – Part 1. 
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Figure 5.  Prototype Redesign of Bond Redemption – Part 2. 
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Customer Search 
In the Search Results, participants expected results to show Name, SSN (TIN), and Address.  
Many of the participants stated that the information provided (CIF, Phone, License #) was not 
useful for identifying customer. 

Many of the participants were confused when horizontally scrolling the search results box: the 
search results scrolled, but the column headings did not. 

 
Figure 6.  Customer Search Issues. 
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Functionality / Task Execution 

End Session 
All participants needed to be constantly reminded at the end of each scenario to press End 
Session.  This was the single most important usability issue encountered during the test. 

All participants were concerned with the implications of forgetting to End Session.  They 
anticipated that not ending a session would lead to transactions begin posted to wrong 
accounts, in turn requiring much time in recovering from these errors.   

The reader must realize that all participants are presently using a system that is heavily 
single-transaction1 focused and there is no concept of session in their current system.  
However, many of the participants stated that customers often had one or 2 simple 
transactions and wondered why the system could not figure out when a session was over 
(e.g., by looking at session balance) or why a session was needed at all.   

Many participants offered suggestions of how to fix the problem (examples include having 
teller explicitly start a session and then end it when needed, or have the system assume that 
a session is ending at the end of every transaction and then prompt to continue the session if 
necessary). 

The issues of Session, Session Balance, and Ending Sessions portend to be a critical 
training task in the near-term, but in the long-term, use cases derived from teller tasks and 
actual transaction scenarios could significantly enhance the system’s dialog and interaction 
with the teller. 

Multiple Transactions vs. Single Transactions 
When performing the single transaction tasks, all participants “got it” immediately and 
performed the task will little effort and coaching.  However, as stated above, the participants 
currently use a system that is heavily focused on single transactions, and their model of 
multiple transactions is presently one of chaining together a series of discrete, and complete, 
transactions.   

When the concepts of Session and Session Balance were explained to them, and they 
actually performed the task, there were numerous “aha!” moments.  As stated above, the 
issues of Session, Session Balance, and Ending Sessions portend to be a critical training 
task in the near-term, but in the long-term, use cases derived from teller tasks and actual 
transaction scenarios could significantly enhance the system’s dialog and interaction with the 
teller. 

Customer Search 
With respect to operation of Customer Search, most participants wanted to be able to press 
Enter in a field to launch a search (Figure 6). 

It was also noted by many participants that there was no feedback when a search resulted in 
0 results.  This issue is related to the Error Messages and System Status section discussed 
later in this report. 

                                                      
1 We had the opportunity to briefly review [Name of Financial Institution]’s current [Name of Teller System] system.  All screens are 

focused on completing a single transaction (e.g., a single deposit, a single withdrawal, a single transfer, bond redemption, etc.).  
All transactions are completed by pressing F10 and returning to the main menu.  There is no concept of session, session 
balance, and multiple transactions in their system. 
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Bond Redemption Process 
All participants expected the system to look up the correct values for Redemption Value and 
Interest Amount (based upon Issue Month/Year, Face Value, and Series) and enter them into 
the appropriate fields. 

Money Order Process 
The current model of requiring the system to have a positive session balance before 
purchasing a money order was counterintuitive and inefficient for the participants.  They did 
not understand why they could not process the entire transaction on one screen (process 
both money order and cash / checks in at the same time).  All participants stated that the 
current process was backwards, and that they needed to do one transaction with 2 screens. 
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Keyboard, Keypad and Hot-Keys 
Based on participant comments and attempted usage, a mouseless keyboard-driven system is a 
priority feature.  Using a mouse was unanimously viewed as a detriment to the speed required by 
the teller position.  

Hotkeys were an often-suggested tactic for locating desired functionality (e.g., hotkeys were 
suggested for End Session, bringing up tools like the calculator, accessing customer search, and 
quickly pulling up Pay /Get).  Using the F keys in addition to the /,*, and + keys from the keypad 
was suggested by 3 of the participants (their current software relies on these keys). 

Field-level help and/or descriptions next to the fields on available hotkeys would assist Tellers in 
learning and operating the system. 

Many participants had difficulty changing the contents of a money field.  It was suggested by 2 
participants that a ‘Clear’ key be added that would allow them to simply clear a field and type the 
new contents in. 

The participants easily understood tabbing through fields within a single screen, and the explored 
tab orders appeared to make sense.  However, participants were confused how to reverse tab 
through the fields. 
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Account Selection 
More than half of the participants attempted to select a customer account from the list of accounts 
in the Customer Accounts area (Figure 7).  When told that they could not do this, they then 
attempted to change accounts by selecting the Account Type drop down box, and were confused 
when their selection did not change accounts.  Some participants also attempted to change 
accounts by typing an account number into the Account field. 

Participants were surprised when told that the Account field contained a drop down box that 
allowed them to change accounts.  We recommend allowing accounts to be selected by choosing 
from the list of accounts in the Customer Accounts box. 

In addition, some participants pointed out that the information contained in the Accounts drop 
down box (simply account number) did not provide enough information about what account they 
should select (i.e., they needed a description of the account in addition to the account number). 

 
Figure 7.  Account Selection.  
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Pay/Get Support Functions 

Calculator 
When receiving cash in, 100% of the participants requested access to either a calculator or a 
cash counter (some prefer one and some prefer the other).  They often queried which key 
they would press to bring up the calculator or cash counter. 

Checks In 
[Name of Financial Institution]’s process and procedures relieve the Teller from entering any 
checks-in information.  Checks are simply accepted from the customer, assumed to be 
correct, and then verified off-line by a proof department.  This reduces the load on the teller 
and allows them to process more customers.   

All participants stated that requiring the teller to enter individual checks would significantly 
slow them down.  Many participants stated that having the teller enter detailed check 
information (number, type, hold days) places too much burden on the teller.  The preference 
for these participants is to allow the teller to enter the check total amount from the deposit 
slip, or at a maximum, provide a calculator to allow them to add up the checks. 

Speed Access 
Participants who were shown Speed Access liked the idea, but over half of them requested 
some sort of on-screen reminder of what the codes were and did not like the idea of 
memorizing the codes (Figure 8).  One participant expected the speed access to take effect 
on the entry of the code, rather than having to hit enter (i.e., wanted key sequence to be F9, 
2, 0, 3 instead of F9, 2, 0, 3, Enter), thus saving a keystroke. 

 
Figure 8.  Speed Access. 
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Error Messages and System Status 
The participants focused on 2 locations on the Pay/Get screen to determine status of the system: 
The Session History list, which showed processed transactions and their state, and the message 
area at the bottom of the screen.  Most participants were confused by the incompleteness or 
inconsistency of the current programmer debugging messages shown in the message area.   

For example, at many points in the scenarios, the system would not allow a transaction and 
provided no or very little reason as to why it would not progress (e.g., not adding a bond when a 
field was missing and providing no feedback, saying “Check Data” when a money order was 
incomplete). 

Another example would be when a transaction is processed or a session is ended.  A message 
should be displayed in the messages section stating that the intended action is complete. 

It is strongly recommended that the system diligently express system status to the Teller in this 
message area (Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9.  Error Messages and System Status. 

Population of Fields 

Pay/Get Screen  
100% of the participants expected that once the Teller entered an account number manually 
into the Account field, the system would look up the customer and populate the fields in the 
right hand column. 

If an incorrect account number was entered, it was expected that the system would display 
an error message. 
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Customer Search Transition to Pay/Get Screen  
Many of the participants and observers noted that once a customer search was conducted 
and a customer selected, the system should not default to any particular account for that 
customer in the Account field (see Figure 10).  Such a condition would lead to errors with 
transactions being done to the wrong account.  It was recommended that once the Pay/Get 
screen was populated, it should be up to the Teller to select the right account. 

 
Figure 10.  System should not select a default account. 
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